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Thus Spoke Kishibe Rohan #2: Mutsukabe Hill



Rohan meets his editor, Kagamari Minoru, while reading a De Staël's Art book. Rohan explains that due to his research about the Yokai legend he bought 6 mountains in order to stop a corporation who wanted to build a resort in that area. When the resort plan was abandoned, Rohan's lands lose its value and he is unable to recover his money. However, Rohan tells his editor the research was a success and begins telling him about it.
Quest roles:
Atsumi Tanezaki(Naoko Osato (voice)), Junji Majima(Gunpei Kamafusa (voice)), Takamasa Mogi(Kaimori Minoru (voice)), Shinnosuke Ogami(Naoko's Father (voice)), Yuuki Takada(Naoko's Daughter (voice)), Takeaki Masuyama(Shuichi (voice)), Shoutarou Morikubo(Akira Otoishi (voice)), Satoshi Tsuruoka(Tamami Kobayashi (voice)), Yasuyuki Kase(Mikitaka Hazekura (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
19 July 2018, 01:00
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